Supply Ontario is a new provincial agency with an ambitious mandate to transform
and modernize the province’s public sector supply chain management system.
Supply Ontario’s vision is to build world-class capability that harnesses Ontario’s buying power to enable
economic development, province-wide resilience and value for Ontarians. We are currently establishing
our initial operations, building our foundational infrastructure and planning for how the agency can best
provide services. To learn more about Supply Ontario, please visit www.supplyontario.ca.
Diversity, Inclusion and Belonging are important values of the organization, where each employee is
respected and valued for their differences. Every employee brings unique skills, background and
experiences to Supply Ontario, regardless of race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, age, sex,
sexual orientation, gender identity or ability. These diverse and different perspectives enrich our
organization and our working life.
La diversité, l’inclusion et l’appartenance constituent des valeurs importantes de l’organisme, où tous nos
employés sont respectés et estimés pour leurs différences. Chaque employé apporte des compétences, des
antécédents et des expériences uniques à ApprovisiOntario, sans égard à sa race, à son origine nationale
ou ethnique, à sa couleur, à sa religion, à son âge, à son sexe, à son orientation sexuelle, à son identité de
genre ou à sa capacité. Ces points de vue diversifiés et différents enrichissent notre organisme et notre vie
professionnelle.

DATA ANALYST
Supply Ontario is seeking a Data Analyst to support its goal as the procurement commercial
face for government to work across the system to build an integrated, efficient and strategic
supply chain that benefits our economy, businesses, customers and Ontarians.
Reporting to the Chief Supply Officer, you will be accountable for providing insights for critical
supply chain process improvement and cost savings opportunities through financial reporting,
benchmarking, and the development of supply chain related reporting tools.
In this role, your key responsibilities will include:
• Identifying requirements and obtaining and managing relevant data from multiple internal
and external sources on supply chain outcomes and measures. Reviewing data for quality,
consistency, and appropriateness.
• Leading the development of data standards that define the acquisition, data cleansing,
storage, security, retrieval, dissemination, archiving and disposal of data assets in order to
provide appropriately robust access to accurate information for decision support.
• Preparing conclusions and making recommendations by analyzing and interpreting data
summaries; analyzing and evaluating differences in relationships among sources of
information; determining limitations on reliability and usability of data.
• Determining approach to performance analysis (logic modelling and benefits realization
mapping) and performance results by aggregating and analyzing performance data for the
development of actionable insights to enhance decision support capabilities; suggesting
methods for maximizing performance data, drawing conclusions, and reporting on the
analysis performed.
Successful candidates will demonstrate the following:
• Degree in Mathematics, Statistics, Computer Science, or related degree and relevant

•
•
•
•

experience.
Demonstrated experience in data analytics, business analysis, systems administration and
maintenance in a supply chain environment is an asset.
Experience sourcing and assimilating data from various sources to provide a
comprehensive, multi-perspective analytical approach to business needs is an asset.
In-depth knowledge of data analysis, data modeling techniques, data science, statistical
analysis, data visualization techniques, query and report design and development, and
information/data/records management practices and methods.
Knowledge of programming techniques and languages (e.g., SAS, SQL, etc.) and statistical
analysis software programs (e.g., SAS, SPSS, etc.) for data modeling.

Supply Ontario offers a competitive compensation package including benefits and defined
benefit pension plan.
HOW TO APPLY: To apply, please click on the following link: APPLY NOW by April 4th, 2022.
We thank all applicants for their interest, however, only those selected for further
consideration will be contacted. If you have questions, you can also contact Mayra Perez at
416-237-1500 x.236 or mayra.perez@hrassociates.ca.
Supply Ontario is an inclusive employer which respects equity, inclusion, diversity and antiracism. Accommodation, if required, will be provided throughout the hiring process in
accordance with the Ontario Human Rights Code.

